
	
WOOSTER HIGH SCHOOL 

HONORS ENGLISH II 
SUMMER READING ASSIGNMENT 

 
Welcome to Honors English II.  Honors English II is an intensive course for the serious, mature, and 
capable student that builds upon the language skills learned in previous grades by providing 
instruction and practice in various areas of the English curriculum: grammar, study skills, vocabulary, 
reading, writing, listening, and oral communication. 
 
Summer Reading Rationale 
Summer reading helps students to: 
 • Improve vocabulary and other language skills 
 • Maintain reading skills over summer break 
 • Develop fluency and independent reading skills 
 • Become lifelong readers 
 
You have two (2) reading assignments to complete over the summer.  One, you must complete the 
reading of Mitch Albom’s book Tuesdays With Morrie and, two, you must read one other book of 
your choosing from the attached list that contains one of the themes prevalent in the pieces of 
literature we will read in Honors English II.  You will be expected to annotate the books since you will 
be using the information you gather to write an essay about both books when you return to school in 
the fall.  Since you are expected to take notes in the books, you are encouraged to buy your own copies, 
though you may use post-it notes for the annotating if you wish. 
 
You should carefully notice the following elements as you read and use them for the basis of your 
annotating:  character, settings, conflicts, themes, plot development, and literary techniques.  Complete 
this entire process for both books, as well as the starred steps for Morrie. 
 

GUIDELINES FOR TAKING NOTES DURING YOUR READING: 
Required 
 
INSIDE FRONT COVER:  Character list with small space for character summary and for page 
references for key scenes, moments of character development, etc. 
 
INSIDE BACK COVER:  Themes, allusions, images, motifs, key scenes, plot line, epiphanies (look it 
up!!), symbols, etc.  List and add page references and / or notes as you read. 
 
Recommended but Optional 
 
*BOTTOM AND SIDE PAGE MARGINS:  Interpretive notes, questions, remarks that refer to 
meaning on the page.  Markings or notes to tie in with information on the inside back cover. 
 
TOP MARGINS:  Plot notes--a quick few words or phrases which summarize what happens here 
(useful for quick locations of passages in discussion and for writing assignments). *For Morrie, a 
sentence at the end of each chapter to sum up what happened. 
 



ADDITIONAL MARKINGS:  
 UNDERLINING: done while or after reading to help locate passages for    
 discussion, essays, or questions 
 [BRACKETS]:  done while or after reading to highlight key speeches,     
 descriptions, etc. that are too long to underline easily. 
 
MARKING AND NOTETAKING TIPS:   
 ~  use one color ink to do initial marking while reading; then go back with another color or 
colors to mark more thoroughly once you have finished a larger section, when you have had time to 
think about it, and are able to see development of images, etc. more clearly 
 ~  at chapter or section ends, stop to index page numbers on your front cover list of character 
information and traits as well as on your back cover list of themes, images, allusions, etc. 
 ~  do underlining as you read and side margin notes as you finish a page or two 
 ~  add to side margin notes during class discussion 
 
*NOTE:  Because of minimal margins in many books, you may find it useful to utilize Post It notes for 
the section marked with an asterisk. 
 
You will be expected to have both books with you on the first day of school with markings COMPLETE 
and be ready to discuss your reading.   
 

“But if I read the books in June, I won’t remember what I read when school starts in August!!” 
 
It is our hope that you enjoy your summer and make reading (not just for this class) a regular part of 
your relaxation.  Morrie is a wonderful memoir that most students enjoy.  We want you to enjoy it, too, 
so don’t put off reading until August 1st.  Marking your texts as we have assigned will help you 
remember what you have read even if you get your reading done in June.   
 
Have a great summer and good luck with your reading assignments.  We look forward to a great year 
with all of you beginning in August.   
 
Happy reading, 
 
Mr. Hiner, Mrs. Mealey, and Ms. Wright 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Honors English II Summer Reading Assignment 
 
You must read Tuesdays With Morrie by Mitch Albom and one other book from this list.  Take good notes 
because you will be writing an essay about both books when you return in the fall. 
 
Reader Discretion Is Advised: The following works require a wide range of reading comprehension and 
personal maturity. Please choose titles from this list that appeal to you and are approved by your parents. 
 
*Summaries taken from Amazon.com 
 
Once again, pick one novel from the following list: 
	
The Hate U Give by Angie Thomas  
 
Sixteen-year-old Starr Carter moves between two worlds: the poor neighborhood where she lives and 
the fancy suburban prep school she attends. The uneasy balance between these worlds is shattered 
when Starr witnesses the fatal shooting of her childhood best friend Khalil at the hands of a police 
officer. Khalil was unarmed. 

Soon afterward, his death is a national headline. Some are calling him a thug, maybe even a drug 
dealer and a gangbanger. Protesters are taking to the streets in Khalil’s name. Some cops and the local 
drug lord try to intimidate Starr and her family. What everyone wants to know is: what really went 
down that night? And the only person alive who can answer that is Starr.  

But what Starr does—or does not—say could upend her community. It could also endanger her life. 

Love,	Hate	and	Other	Filters	by	Samira	Ahmed		
	
American-born seventeen-year-old Maya Aziz is torn between worlds. There’s the proper one her 
parents expect for their good Indian daughter: attending a college close to their suburban Chicago 
home, and being paired off with an older Muslim boy her mom deems “suitable.” And then there is 
the world of her dreams: going to film school and living in New York City—and maybe (just 
maybe) pursuing a boy she’s known from afar since grade school, a boy who’s finally falling into 
her orbit at school. 
  
There’s also the real world, beyond Maya’s control. In the aftermath of a horrific crime perpetrated 
hundreds of miles away, her life is turned upside down. The community she’s known since birth 
becomes unrecognizable; neighbors and classmates alike are consumed with fear, bigotry, and hatred. Ultimately, Maya 
must find the strength within to determine where she truly belongs. 
	
Defending	Jacob	by	William	Landay		
	
Andy Barber has been an assistant district attorney for two decades. He is respected. Admired in the 
courtroom. Happy at home with the loves of his life: his wife, Laurie, and their teenage son, Jacob. 
 
Then Andy’s quiet suburb is stunned by a shocking crime: a young boy stabbed to death in a leafy 
park. And an even greater shock: The accused is Andy’s own son—shy, awkward, mysterious Jacob. 
 
Andy believes in Jacob’s innocence. Any parent would. But the pressure mounts. Damning evidence. Doubt. A 
faltering marriage. The neighbors’ contempt. A murder trial that threatens to obliterate Andy’s family. 
 
It is the ultimate test for any parent: How far would you go to protect your child? It is a test of devotion. A test of how 



well a parent can know a child. For Andy Barber, a man with an iron will and a dark secret, it is a test of guilt and 
innocence in the deepest sense. 
 
How far would you go? 
	
All	American	Boys	by	Jason	Reynolds	and	Brendan	Kiely		
	
A 2016 Coretta Scott King Author Honor book, and recipient of the Walter Dean Myers Award for Outstanding 
Children’s Literature. 
 
In this New York Times bestselling novel, two teens—one black, one white—grapple with the 
repercussions of a single violent act that leaves their school, their community, and, ultimately, the 
country bitterly divided by racial tension. 
 
A bag of chips. That’s all sixteen-year-old Rashad is looking for at the corner bodega. What he finds 
instead is a fist-happy cop, Paul Galluzzo, who mistakes Rashad for a shoplifter, mistakes Rashad’s 
pleadings that he’s stolen nothing for belligerence, mistakes Rashad’s resistance to leave the bodega as resisting arrest, 
mistakes Rashad’s every flinch at every punch the cop throws as further resistance and refusal to STAY STILL as 
ordered. But how can you stay still when someone is pounding your face into the concrete pavement? 
 
There were witnesses: Quinn Collins—a varsity basketball player and Rashad’s classmate who has been raised by Paul 
since his own father died in Afghanistan—and a video camera. Soon the beating is all over the news and Paul is getting 
threatened with accusations of prejudice and racial brutality. Quinn refuses to believe that the man who has basically 
been his savior could possibly be guilty. But then Rashad is absent. And absent again. And again. And the basketball 
team—half of whom are Rashad’s best friends—start to take sides. As does the school. And the town. Simmering 
tensions threaten to explode as Rashad and Quinn are forced to face decisions and consequences they had never 
considered before. 
 
Written in tandem by two award-winning authors, this four-starred reviewed tour de force shares the alternating 
perspectives of Rashad and Quinn as the complications from that single violent moment, the type taken directly from 
today’s headlines, unfold and reverberate to highlight an unwelcome truth. 
 
The	Secret	of	Magic	by	Deborah	Johnson		
	
In 1946, a young female attorney from New York City attempts the impossible: attaining justice for a black man 
in the Deep South. 
 
Regina Robichard works for Thurgood Marshall, who receives an unusual letter asking the NAACP to 
investigate the murder of a returning black war hero. It is signed by M. P. Calhoun, the most reclusive 
author in the country. 
  

As a child, Regina was captivated by Calhoun’s The Secret of Magic, a novel in which white and black 
children played together in a magical forest. 
 
Once down in Mississippi, Regina finds that nothing in the South is as it seems. She must navigate the muddy waters of 
racism, relationships, and her own tragic past. The Secret of Magic brilliantly explores the power of stories and those 
who tell them. 

	
	


